
X - Caste Talent Orchard
A small brief sampling of talent examples in Caste. 

Totally Modular Dude!: This Sampling assumes the use of 
the following Modules: Simplicities and Impossibilities, 
Special Actions, Additional Talent Types, and Supernatural 
Talents. 
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x.1 - Combat Talents

x.1.1 – (Weapon) Training Tree

(Weapon) Proficiency [L0 - Proficiency]
Description: Basic martial training with (Weapon)
Effect: Base dice for physical attacks with (weapon) explode 
on a 4 rather than 6.

(Weapon) Mastery [L1 - Mastery]
Description: Advanced martial training with (Weapon).
Effect: +1 bonus die when physically attacking with 
(Weapon).

Vigorous (Weapon) [L2 - Style]
Description: Your energetic assaults are extra fast.
Effect: Physical Attack with (Weapon) gain +1 target when sp
was spent on the action this turn.

(Weapon) Grand Mastery [L3 - Abstract]
Description: Your use of (Weapon) is honed to precise 
technical supremecy.
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to precision physical attacks 
with (Weapon).

(Weapon) Control Tactics [L4 - Presser]
Description: Your familiarity in the use of (Weapon) is such 
that you know and can control the position of others.
Effect: Apply a Press to the target of a successful Physical 
attack with (Weapon) to reposition the target.  Penalty of 5 to 
the action.

(Weapon) Counter [L5 - Countering]
Description: So quick with (Weapon) are you that you may 
completely counter weaker foes.
Effect: Counter with a physical attack with (Weapon) after a 
failed physical attack.

x.1.2 - Strength Tree

Heavy Lifter [L0 - Proficiency]
Description: You are strong and skilled at lifting heavy things
Effect: Base dice for lifting heavy things upward explode on a
4 rather than 6.

Beefy [L1 - Mastery]
Description: lifting heavy things barely breaks you a sweat.
Effect: +1 bonus die to heavy lifting.

Strongman [L2 - Profession]
Description: You are so strong that all feats of strength are a
joke.
Effect: You are considered to have proficiency when 
performing all feats of strength.

Crusher [L3 - Abstract]
Description: You can bearhug others into submission with 
ease.
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to vice-like Grappling Presses 
against weaker opponents (with less strength talents).

Qigong Energy Burst [L4 – Core]
Description: You have great reserves on inner power for 
crushing your foes.
Effect: +11 essence to Grappling Press actions. 

Qigong Destroyer [L4 - Supernatural Abstract]
Description: Your superhuman strength can break all 
obstacles.
Effect: While active you break obstacles with your bare 
hands as if it were paper while also granting +1 simplicity or 
haste to Grappling Presses against weaker opponents, 
Enhance Action: Grappling Press; Restriction: Self only
Cost: 4 Essence

x.1.3. - Acrobatics Tree

Tumbling [L0 - Core]
Description: You can roll around with the greatest of ease 
Effect: +5 armor, +1sp for tumbling defence actions, open 
space is required.

Tumbling Mastery [L1 - Mastery]
Description: Not only can you tumble but you do it very well.
Effect: +1 bonus die to tumbling movement.



Acrobat [L2 - Profession]
Description: You can tumble, roll, flip and all the things 
acrobats do.
Effect: You are considered to have proficiency when 
performing all acrobatic actions.

Acrobat Master [L3 - Profession Mastery]
Description: You are a Master at all acrobatic things.
Effect: +1 bonus die to all acrobatic actions.

Roll out the Punches [L4 - Style]
Description: So nimble are you that you can roll out attacks 
while tumbling around.
Effect: +1 target to melee physical attacks while tumbling.

Endless Outmanoeuvre [L5 - Countering]
Description: You can easily outmanoeuvre weaker 
opponents.
Effect: Counter with a tumbling movement after a failed 
physical attack.

x.1.4 - Movement Tree

Dodge [L0 - Core]
Description: Your quick to avoid visible danger when you 
need to.
Effect: +15 armour against visible physical attacks when 
there is room to move.

Artful Dodger [L1 - Armour]
Description: You Dodge like a little scrapping ragamuffin. 
Effect: Double all Armour bonuses from the “Dodge [L0 - 
Core]“ talent.

Lucky Feet [L2 - Style]
Description: missteps don’t often happen to you.
Effect: (Lucky x1) Up to two effect dice 1's may be re-rolled 
for sprinting move actions when avoiding obstacles.

Straightaway Sprinter [L3 - Abstract]
Description: You move exceptionally fast.
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to Straight quick sprinting 
movements.

Momentonium Rush! [L4 - Special Core]
Description: Using your momentous power you wholly fling 
yourself into your actions at full speed. 
Effect: +22 essence when sprinting (move) for actions that 
can benefit from increased momentum, must have performed
a sprinting move last turn, 1 turn recharge.
Cost: 1 Essence

The Blur [L4 - Supernatural Abstract]
Description: You move faster then the eye can see.
Effect: (x1 Supernatural Abstract) While active you sprinting 
move unrecognizably fast while also gaining a simplicity or 
haste, Enhance Action: sprinting move; Restrictions: self only.
Cost: 3 Essence

Sustained Speed [L4 - Style]
Description: When running long distances you can sustain 
The Blur speed for longer.
Effect: Add potency +1 for The Blur status effect while 
performing only movement based actions.

x.1.5 - Endurance Tree

Heartiness [L0 - Core]
Description: You are of hearty stock and not easily sickened
Effect: +15 armor for defence against disease infection when
in good health

Great Fortitude [L1 - Armor]
Description: You are exceptionally healthy and not quick to 
wound.
Effect: Doubles the armor bonus of all instances of the 
"Fortitude" talent.

Fortitude [L2 - Core]
Description: You are healthy and not quick to wound.
Effect: +25 armor against physical attacks

Paragon of Health [L3 - Abstract]
Description: It's almost impossible for you to fall ill.
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to thoroughly defending against 
disease infection when in good health.

x.1.6 – Wrestler Tree

Aggressive Wrestler [L0 – Core]
Description: You have the training to put a little extra energy 
into wrestling maneuvers.
Effect: +3 essence for aggressive wrestling maneuvers 

Grand Suplex [L1 – Mastery]
Description: You have the training to put a little extra energy 
into wrestling maneuvers.
Effect: +3D6 [skill] bonus dice to grappling press against 
targets with whom you have initiated grapple, to produce 
damage only, using a suplex.

Professional Wrestler [L2 – Profession]
Description: You are a Pro at all things Wrestling.
Effect: You are considered to have proficiency when 
performing all wrestling actions.

Essence of the Crowd [L3 – Profession Mastery]
Description: When the crowd cheers you are powerful.
Effect: +3D6 [morale] bonus dice to professional Wrestler 
talents when at leas 1 person is cheering you on and an 
essence was spent to perform the action.

All In One [L4 – Presser]
Description: With a brief effort you can grab and press in 
one elegant show of  aggressive prowess.
Effect: Grappling when you have spent at least one essence 
on the action automatically invokes a press.
 



x.2 - Academic Talents

x.2.1 - Medicine Tree

Herbology [L0 - Proficiency]
Description: Understanding of the nature of herbs
Effect: base dice explode on a 4 rather than 6 when 
contemplating herbs in sound working conditions.

Herbology Master [L1 - Mastery]
Description: You are a master of understanding the nature of
herbs
Effect: +2 bonus dice to contemplating herbs in sound 
working conditions when equipped with herbology kit.

Medicine Man [L2 - Profession]
Description: Ability to apply medical salves and herbs to the 
sick
Effect: base dice explode on 4 rather than 6 when 
performing any medicine man actions.

Herbal Hawk Eyes [L3 - Abstract]
Description: Acute senses help you find desired herbs.
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to Quickly finding herbs in 
natural environments.

Herbal Magic [L4 - Presser]
Description: Masterful skill with herbs and medicine can stop
the quick spread of poisons and disease.
Effect: Apply a press to the target of a successful medical 
treatment attack when using herbs to stop spread of 
infection.  Penalty of 5 to the action.  

Medical Savant [L5 - Profession Abstract]
Description: Training to apply medicines in even in the most 
difficult situations.
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste when performing any medicine 
man actions.

Medical McGuyver 
[L6 - Supernatural Profession Abstract]
Description: Capability of finding impossible medical cures 
to ailments with the most rudimentary supplies.
Effect: While active this Talent allows you to perform 
impossible cures and counts as +1 simplicity or haste when 
performing any medicine man actions, Enhance Action: 
Medicine Man. Restriction: Self only.
Cost: 6 Essence

x.2.2 - Stealth Tree

Hiding [L0 - Core]
Description: You are better trained at being unseen
Effect: +5 armor to being detected.

Stealth [L1 - Core]
Description: Only a trained eye will detect you.
Effect: +5 essence for defence against detection while 
actively hiding.

Stalker [L2 - Profession]
Description: You hide, move silently, infiltrate and all sorts of 
sneaky stuff.
Effect: Base dice explode on a 4 rather than 6 for all Stalker 
actions.

Master Stalker [L2 - Profession Mastery]
Description: You are well trained at Stalker skills
Effect: +1 bonus die to all stalker actions.

Ninja [L 3 - Abstract]
Description: You are the living darkness who travels unseen.
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to stealthily avoiding detection 
in shadows/darkness.

Dark Stalker [L4 – Profession Core]
Description: You are a master of stalking the shadows and 
avoiding being seen.
Effect: +20 armor to all Stalker skills while in 
shadows/darkness.

Ninja Vanish [L4 - Supernatural Abstract]
Description: You make yourself unseen , even when in plain 
sight.
Effect: (x1 Supernatural Abstract) Add status that allows you 
to hide in plain sight while also providing +1 simplicity or 
haste when avoiding detection in shadows/darkness. 
Enhance Action: Avoid Detection in Shadows; Restriction: 
Self only.
Cost: 4 Essence

x.2.3 - Investigation Tree

Inspect [L0 - Proficiency]
Description: Training in looking meticulously for hidden 
things.
Effect: Base dice explode on 4 rather than 6 when searching 
the area for an extended period.

Lens of Finding [L1 - Mastery]
Description: You are exceptional at looking for those hidden 
clues with your magnifying glass.
Effect: +2 bonus dice to searching the area for an extended 
period when equipped with magnifying glass.

Forensics [L2 - Profession]
Description: You are fully trained in Forensic investigation
Effect: Base dice explode on 4 rather than 6 when 
performing any forensic investigation caste of action

No Detail Unseen [L3 - Abstract]
Description: You are absolutely meticulous in your search of 
hidden things.
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to Meticulously Searching the 
area for an extended period.



Peer Beyond the Veil [L4 - Supernatural Abstract]
Description: You can peer beyond reality into the realm of 
the strange.
Effect: Add status that lets you discover strange things, 
unseen by normal vision while also providing +1 simplicity or 
haste for searching the area, Enhance Action: Searching the 
area; Restriction: Self only.
Cost: 4 Essence

Sustained Sight. [L4 - Style]
Description: If a proper morning attunement is 
accomplished, peering into the strange becomes less 
strenuous
Effect: -1 Essence cost for 'Peering Beyond the Veil', must 
perform proper attunement meditation each morning.

x.2.4 - Crafting Tree

(Something) Lore [L0 - Proficiency]
Description: You are learned on the subject of (Something)'s
history
Effect: Base dice explode on a 4 rather than 6 when 
contemplating (Something)'s history.

Craft (Something) Mastery [L1 - Mastery]
Description: You are well trained in the art of making 
(Something)
Effect: +1 bonus die to productive crafting (Something).

Critical (Something) Workshop [L2 - Style]
Description: You can sometimes achieve great work within 
your workshop.
Effect: (x1 Critical Gamble-5) Gain +10D6 bonus dice to 
productive crafting (something) in your workshop when base 
dice have exploded 5 times.

Grand Master Craft (Somethings) [L3 - Abstract]
Description: You are uniquely skillful in carefully crafting 
(Something)
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to careful productive crafting 
(Something)

Parallel Materialist [L4 - Core]
Description: Your proficiency with you craft has bled through
to other crafts using similar materials.
Effect: +12 essence for all (some material) crafting actions 
that have process or function parallels to (something) 
crafting. 

Cobble it [L4 - Supernatural Abstract]
Description: You can put together things even without the 
exact materials
Effect: (x1 Supernatural Abstract) Add status that allows you 
to perform productive craft without ideal base materials while 
also providing +1 simplicity or haste to productive craft. 
Enhance Action: Productive Crafting (Something); 
Restriction: Self only.
Cost: 4 essence

x.2.5 - Encyclopedia Tree

Historical Knowledge [L0 - Proficiency]
Description: You have a trained grasp of historical events.
Effect: Base dice explode on 4 rather than 6 when 
contemplating history of great events.

Historical Knowledge Mastery [L1 - Mastery]
Description: You are well versed in historical events.
Effect: +1D6 damage to contemplating history of great 
events.

Lore-master [L2 - Profession]
Description: You have read much literature and know much 
about all subjects.
Effect: Base dice explode on 4 rather than 6 when 
performing lore-master actions.

Master Lore-master [L3 - Profession Mastery]
Description: You are well read in all Lore-master lore.
Effect: +1D6 damage to Lore-master actions.

Photographic Memory [L3 - Abstract]
Description: You always remember things that you've seen.
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to Quickly contemplating details
of things you've seen.

Mind Font [L4 - Core]
Description: Your energy for using complex memory 
exercises is unparallelled.
Effect: +11 essence for Contemplate Detail actions.

Quantitative Calculative Remembrance 
[L4 -Supernatural Abstract]
Description: You are capable of analyzing in an instant 
details of a memory that would take hours to fully analyze.
Effect: Add status lets you instantly know and analyze every 
detail of a memory while also providing +1 simplicity or haste 
to contemplating details of things you've seen, Enhance 
Action: Contemplate Details of things seen ; restrictions: Self 
only.
Cost: 4 Essence

x.2.6 -  Stratigan Tree

Determine Weakness [L0 - Proficiency]
Description: You are proficient at determining the 
weaknesses of others.
Effect: Base dice explode on a 4+ rather than 6 when 
determining weaknesses of mobile targets.

Long Hard Look [L1 - Mastery]
Description:  With a little time and energy you are able to 
determine the weaknesses of targets with great ease.
Effect: +5D6 [skill] bonus dice to determine weaknesses 
against mobile targets when an essence was spent on the 
action, action takes 1-5-10 turns.



Exploitive Strategian [L2 – Profession]
Description: You are capable of taking actions exploiting the 
weaknesses of others with almost unnatural proficiency.
Effect: Base dice explode on a 4+ rather than 6 when 
exploiting a weakness against the target to perform that 
action. 

Exploitation Overdrive [L3 - Core]
Description:  As a master Strategian you are very capable of
taking temporarily taking great advantage of an exploitive 
situation. 
Effect: +10 essence to actions against mobile targets, whose
weakness you know, for actions which you are exploiting their
weakness.

x.3 - Social Talents

x.3.1 - Barter Tree

Appraisal [L0 - Proficiency]
Description: You are well aware of how much certain things 
are worth to certain people.
Effect: Base dice explode on 4 rather than 6 when 
determining value of worked materials.

Barter [L1 - Mastery]
Description: You are good at negotiating prices and deals on
goods you've successfully appraised.
Effect: +1 bonus die to Bartering goods that you have 
successfully appraised.

Consumer Appeals Agent [L2 - Style]
Description: Bartering goods that you have appraised to 
multiple others whose motivations you understand.
Effect: +1 target to bartering goods that you have 
successfully appraised if you know targets motivations in the 
negotiation.

Silver Tongued Barterer [L3 - Abstract]
Description: With ease you can get people to want to pay 
your price.
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to Slyly bartering goods that you
have successfully appraised.

Once in a Lifetime Deal 
[L4 - Supernatural Abstract]
Description: You can sell water to a drowning man.
Effect: Add status that while active your every offer of goods 
exchange made sounds like a great deal while also providing 
+1 simplicity or haste to bartering goods, Subtle Mix: Barter 
Goods; Restrictions: Self only.
Cost: 4 Essence

Aside: Intuit Identification 
[L4 - Supernatural Abstract]
Description: Any objects true value is instantly understood.
Effect: Add status that while active lets the full value of any 
object being appraised be understood while also providing +1
simplicity or haste to determining value of worked materials, 
Enhance action: determine value of worked materials; 
Restriction: Self only.
Cost: 4sp

x.3.2 - Diplomacy Tree

Name: World Customs [L0 - Proficiency]
Description: You are trained in the decorum of various 
cultures.
Effect: Dice explode on 4 rather than 6 when contemplating 
customs of a nations people.

Mediate Negotiator [L1 - Mastery]
Description: You are trained at manipulating the bond 
between multiple parties.
Effect: +3 bonus dice for verbal negotiations between two 
parties, whose customs you know, while you are known as a 
neutral party.

Diplomat [L2 - Profession]
Description: You are well trained in all the art of courtly 
diplomacy
Effect: Base dice explode on 4 rather than 6 for Diplomat 
actions.

Court Wizard [L3 - Profession Mastery]
Description: You have stunning power to control a courtly 
setting.
Effect: +5 bonus dice to Diplomacy actions when the areas 
customs are known, when you are in a position of power, at 
least one other is favorable to your opinion, and you are 
wearing your fancy hat.

Gradual Negotiating Guru [L3 - Abstract]
Description: Long drawn out talks generally end in your 
favour.
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to lengthy verbal negotiations 
between two diplomatic parties.

Exaggerated Pause [L4 – Profession Style]
Description: You are capable of contemplate the exact right 
words and gestures to control the court given just enough 
time.
Effect: add Charging to All diplomatic actions when the areas
customs are known, and you have a beard to stroke 
sagaciously.

Critical Correction [L4 - Supernatural Abstract]
Description: When things go bad at a critical moment, you 
can, like magic, smooth things out.
Effect: Add status that when active lets you completely 
mitigate or fast track suddenly unstable verbal negotiation 
while also providing +1 simplicity or haste to suddenly 
unstable verbal negotiation, Enhance Action: Suddenly 
unstable verbal negotiation; Restrictions: Self only.
Cost: 4 Essence

x.3.3 - Music Tree

Music Language [L0 - Language]
Description: You are well versed in the language of music.
Effect: You are able to read Music.



Violinator [L1 - Mastery]
Description: You are great at playing sheet music with the 
violin.
Effect: +2 bonus dice to play music on violin with sheet 
music.

Musical Savant [L2 - Profession]
Description: You are well versed in all sorts of instruments.
Effect: Base Dice Explode on a 4 rather than 6 for any 
Musical Savant actions.

Emotional Music [L3 - Abstract]
Description: You are a master of evoking sentimentality with 
your violin.
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to playing emotional music on 
violin.

Loud and Proud [L4 – Core]
Description: You music is sound and will not be co-opted by 
other noises.
Effect: +50 armor and +1 essence for defend against sounds
that diminish your performance.

Musical Explosion [L4 -Supernatural Abstract]
Description: The power of your music is such that it can be 
heard far and wide.
Effect: Add status that while active carries your music 
unnaturally far while also providing +1 simplicity or haste to 
playing music, Subtle Mix: Play music; restriction: self only
Cost: 4 Essence

Battle of the Bands [L5 - Countering]
Description: If there's even the slightest slip from your 
opponent you can dominate the show with your music.
Effect: Counter using play music on violin upon failed play 
music attack.

x.3.4 - Linguist Tree

(Language) [L0 - Language]
Description: You are capable of speaking (Language)
Effect: You are able to speak (Language).

Linguist [L1 - Mastery]
Description: You are fully versed in the nuances of many 
languages
Effect: +1D6 damage to comprehend language when extra 
talk time is given.

Concentrated Language [L2 - Style]
Description: You are able to gather meaning from a constant
stream of language
Effect: Add "Charging" to Comprehend language when extra 
time is given and while the language is being constantly 
spoken.

Polyglot [L3 - Abstract]
Description: Speaking, and communicating across language
barriers is your specialty.
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to functionally comprehending 
language when extra talk time is given.

Scrabbleboggler [L4 – Style]
Description: With energy and when luck is on your side even
the toughest languages are a snap.
Effect: (Critical Gamble - 5)  Gain +10D6 bonus dice to 
comprehend language if you spent Essence on this action 
when base dice have exploded 5 times.

Linguistic Eureka [L4 - Supernatural Abstract]
Description: You can instantly pick up all the nuances of a 
language that would normally take hours.
Effect: Add status that while active grants you instant clarity 
with languages while also providing +1 simplicity or haste to 
comprehend language, Subtle Mix: comprehend language. 
Self Only.
Cost: 4 Essence

x.3.5 - Deception Tree

Untruth [L0 - Proficiency]
Description: You are well versed in telling it like it isn't.
Effect: Base dice explode on 4 rather than 6 when 
convincing a lie to those who don't know the truth.

Master Manipulator [L1 - Mastery]
Description: Specially trained in making suckers out of 
regular folk
Effect: +1D6 bonus dice to convincing a lie to those who 
don't know the truth.

Courtesan [L2 - Profession]
Description: You are a fully trained in all the basic social 
arts.
Effect: Base dice explode on 4 rather than 6 when 
performing courtesan actions.

Tongue of the Devil [L3 - Abstract]
Description: You are cruelly able to play on the weaknesses 
of others
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to Manipulatively convincing a 
lie to people whose weaknesses you know.

Mask of Deceit [L4 - Core]
Description: Your face is like unreadable stone.  Few can 
know of your lies.
Effect: +50 armour to defence against lie detection.

Subliminal Truth [L4 - Supernatural Abstract]
Description: The Lies you tell tell more "truths" on a 
subliminal level.
Effect: While active allows the liar to tell unsaid lies in 
addition to their spoken ones while also granting +1 simplicity
or haste to convincing a lie, Subtle mix: Convincing a lie; 
Restriction: self only.
Cost: 4 Essence



x.3.6 - Friendship (aka Roomie) Tree

Positively Friendly [L0 - Proficiency]
Description: Making Friends isn't hard.
Effect: Base dice explode on 4 rather than 6 when making 
friends with a positive attitude.

We Got Stuff in Common [L1 - Mastery]
Description: You are fantastic at making connections with 
people by putting energy into the things they love.
Effect: +3D6 bonus dice to making friends with a positive 
attitude, while doing things they like, requires 1 essence be 
spent this action.

Get Lucky! [L2 - Style]
Description: Sometimes you just make friends.. sometimes 
you get lucky!.
Effect: Add “Critical Gamble (5)” to making friends with 
positive attitude if there is private space nearby.

Tongue of an Angel [L3 - Abstract]
Description:  People REALLY like when you use your mouth.
Effect: +1 simplicity to making friends intimately with a 
positive attitude.

Reverse Horizon Press [L4 - Presser]
Description: You strip people of their inhibitions … and their 
clothes... and yours.
Effect: Apply press to target of successful make friends 
action to have them get close and start stripping all parties 
involved, mandatory until there are no more clothes. -5 
penalty to action.

x.4 - Progressive Natural Talents

Massive [L0-10 - Progressive Natural]
Description: From big … to bigger… to no bigger then that…
to NO IT WAS WEARING LEVIATHANS FOR EARRINGS 
BIG.
Effect: +10 Armor, +1D6 damage to physical attacks, +1 
simplicity to feats of strength; Restrictions: Scaling difficulty 
on Initiative, Scaling difficulty for delicate actions, Negated by
equal level of Massive.

... it's so big: Massive is generally defined as half again as 
large.

Small [ L0-10 - Progressive Natural]
Description: From Munchkin to Microbe
Effect: +3 essence, +1D6 bonus dice vs. grapple, +1 
simplicity vs. physical attack Restrictions: targeted attacks 
only, Scaling difficulty to physical damages, scaling quickly 
winded from running, negated by equal levels of small.

... um, that's it?: Small is generally defined as half again as 
small.

Natural Armour [ L0-10 -Progressive Natural]
Description: From tough hide to skin like adamant
Effect: +10 Armour against physical attacks, stacks only with 
stationary armor bonuses. [OPTION: Only on X part of body 

(such as upper hemisphere)]

Natural Weapons [ L0-10 -Progressive Natural]
Description: From claws to terrible scythes of rending doom.
Effect: +2D6 [type] bonus damage dice to physical attacks 
with (Natural Weapon), Lethal.

Energetic [ L0-10 -Progressive Natural]
Description: From feisty to unstoppable energy.
Effect: +2 Essence for power of Essence functions only.

Inhuman Beauty [L0-10 -Progressive Natural]
Description: From strangely beautiful to divine beauty.
Effect: +1 simplicity or haste to charming seduction when 
you are seen.

Projectile Weapon [L0-10 -Progressive Natural]
Description: From needle launcher to chainsaw hand 
cannon
Effect: +2 bonus dice and +1 Range for physical attacks with 
(natural weapon), 1 turn cooldown, 1 essence must have 
been spent on this action .

Out of Phase with the Natural
[L0-10 -Progressive Natural]
Description: From wyrd to spectral.
Effect: +2 bonus die to physical attack, +2 bonus die to 
Defence against physical attack, Scaling difficulty with social 
actions, Scaling difficulty defending against magic.

Intelligent Photo-memory 
[L0-10 -Progressive Natural]
Description: From savant to en-psy-clopedia
Effect: +1D6 bonus dice to contemplate history 

Creature of (Element) [L0-10 -Progressive Natural]
Description: From element touched to elemental incarnate.
Effect: +2 bonus dice against (elemental) attack; Restriction: 
Scaling penalty to defence against (Opposite Element)


